
[ANGLAIS CAP 2 GEMM ET PMH SEMAINE 3 MME BENELMILI ] 20 avril 2020 

 

SEQUENCE : LET’S BE A GOOD EMPLOYEE ! 
Séance 3 : I understand rules at work ( je comprends les règles au travail).  

 
Lis le texte ci-dessous et complete les tableaux 1 et 2 : 
 
Today  Iotefa is going to the factory APIBAT  in HAO. He is a trainee. He is going to work during 4 weeks.  
He repairs the rooms of the pupils and he paints the rooms in the college of Hao.  
His trainer is Mr Philippe. He is the director of APIBAT.  
This is his first day of work.  Philippe explains Iotefa the rules of the factory.  

- Good morning Iotefa! How are you?  
- I’m fine Mr. I’m glad to start my training period in your company.  
- Thank you, you must know the rules here. You must always be on time and polite. 
- Of course sir, 
- You must wear a hard hat and your safety shoes in the workshop. You mustn’t smoke here because 

there are flammable products. You must be very careful with the machines.  
- This is ok for me.  
- You should ask Moana if necessary. He is in the same team with you. You mustn’t disobey these rules 

and for lunch you should try the canteen. It’s excellent! 
- Thank you very much for these rules. I will be a good trainee.  
- Ok let’s start working now! 

 

Aide vocabulaire  :  
To wear a hard hat = porter un casque de sécurité / To ask = to have a question 
A training period = un stage / on time = être à l’heure  / be very careful = faire attention  / 
 team = équipe / a trainee = un stagiaire  
 

1) Complete le tableau : 
 

TABLEAU 1  Person 1 Person 2 

Name  
 

  

Occupation /job 
 

  

Place of work 
 

  

Theme  

 

 

 
2) Relève 6 règles de travail et classe-les dans le tableau ci-dessous selon ce qu’elles expriment: 

 

 OBLIGATION INTERDICTION CONSEIL 

 

REGLES SUR 

LIEU DE 

TRAVAIL 

 

 

   

 
3) Relève le vocabulaire  sur le champ lexical du STAGE.  
4) Relève le vocabulaire sur le champ lexical de la SECURITE 


